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Notes to Catalogue 150

For the past 25 years, I have endeavored to be a full service Churchill supplier, offering everything from
LP records to jigsaw puzzles, including low price books about Churchill. As you know there are lots
of dealers out there offering the high priced first editions, but little else. My inventory of books about
Churchill has become too large, occupying more than 100 feet of shelving, many double banked. I have
decided to reduce this` dramatically, so am offering nearly everything at bargain prices. Here is a list
of over 200 books, giving only title and author. There are no pictures, no online listings, no condition
details, no shopping cart system or other automated luxuries. But the result is these books can be offered
at very low cost. Condition varies. Many have dustjackets, many do not, a few are ex-library. I have not
done a catalogue like this in nearly 3 years, and am keeping the pricing from 2011 despite 4 increases in
postal rates since then.
As most of you know, many books can now be found at low cost at Amazon and the like, but in almost
every case, shipping is $4.00-$5.00 or more per book. The books on this list and the quantity prices include

FREE SHIPPING IN USA
So compared to buying books one at a time elsewhere, it is like getting the books for free here.
The quantity discount schedule is as follows:
Type of book

1-4 books

5-19 books

20 or more

Hardcover
Trade paper- tiny HC
small paperback

$10.00
$5.00
$2.00

$7.00
$4.00
$1.50

$5.00
$3.00
$1.00

The different categories can be combined for quantity discount. So an order for 10 hardbacks, 8 trade
paperbacks, and 2 paperbacks qualifies for the 20+ price on all of them. There are no descriptions of
condition on these books. If I have multiple copies, the earliest order gets the best copy. There is a also a
selection of scarce and/or very heavy books that are a flat $10.00 each for any quantity (nos. 200-219)
This catalogue is part one and includes book through 1969. Part two will come later and list books from
1970-present. Thisa will be at least 200 more books
1. Orders can be placed by phone, or email. Email is best is I then have a written record of yoiur requests.
2. The easiest is to simply send a list by number of all the books you would like. It will take me a little
while to go through the stock and verify which are still available.
3. Payment can be by check in US$’s, Sterling cheque, Paypal, or by Visa or Mastercard. For credit card
orders, please provide card number, expiry date, and the 3 digit security code found on the back by the
signature.

Books about Churchill 1905-1969
1

(A. MacCallum Scott) Winston Spencer Churchill. The first Churchill bio, 1905 ex-lib.

2

(Davis, Richard Harding) Real Soldiers of Fortune 1906 1st

3

(A. MacCallum Scott) Winston Churchill in Peace and War, extended version 1916

4

(anon.) Phurah The Hittite. C. 1940. A fascinating book of satire, written in biblical verse style.
Phurah, the king of the Hittites (in Boschalon) is Hitler. Churchill is Kirkiles, the son of Randoliah
of the tribe of Dashbali. I'm sure you can identify Nephelia, the King's chamberlain.

5

(Martin, Hugh). BATTLE: The Life Story of Winston S. Churchill, Prime Minister. This cheap
wartime reprint is smaller than the 1932 original at 5 x 7.5 ins, and at 152 pages has been heavily
abridged, although a new chapter on the events of 1940 is added.. Includes DJ.

6

(Martin, Hugh). BATTLE: The Life Story of Winston S. Churchill, Prime Minister. 1932 first edition
in full size hardcover.

7

(Arthur, Sir George) Concerning Winston Spencer Churchill, 1940. One of the first bio’s published
of the new PM in 1940, now an elusive title. Written by an old soldier who served in Egypt and the
Boer war, 200 pp, index,

8

(Phelan, Jim) Churchill CAN Unite Ireland, 1940

9

(Schmidt, Wolfgang) Politische Gewalten in England: Das Kabinett Churchill 1940 TP

10

(Kraus, René). Winston Churchill A Biography. The author is a European with much firsthand
experience of Churchill and Britain, although living in USA. A full length bio illustrated with 16
photos. Bound in red cloth, 366 pages, index.

11

(Ephesian) Life of Winston Churchill. This 1936 reprint identifies the author as being C. Bechofer
Roberts.

12

(Cunningham-Reid, Capt.) Besides Churchill-Who? A small book of 127 pages bound in bluegreen cloth covered softcovers. The author is an MP who is highly critical of Chamberlain and the
appeasers, and the establishment in general. Scarce title.

13

King and Country, Selections from British war Speeches 1939-1940. This small 64 page
hardcover book Includes 8 Churchill selections, including one on the return of HMS Exeter that
does not appear in Into Battle.

14

Winston Churchill by Lewis Broad This two volume set of paperbacks together are just over a
half inch thick so could easily have been a single vol., but they sold at 1 shilling each. The
beginning of a long line of ever extended bios from Broad, these are of interest primarily for their
interesting wartime appearance. The type is smaller than a phone book. Just try and find these in
a NYC bookshop.

15

Winston Churchill by Lewis Broad, National Book Association. The content of the 2 volume set of
paperbacks bound into a single volume with brown cloth boards stamped in brown. Same tiny
typeface and cheap paper.

16

(Broad, Lewis).Winston Churchill 1874-1951

17

(Broad, Lewis) Winston Churchill, German Translation

18

(Broad, Lewis) Winston Churchill, French translation, published 1943 in Neuchatel in Switzerland.
Card covers

19

(Chaplin, E.D.W.) Winston Churchill at Harrow, 1941

20

(Guedalla, Philip) Mr. Churchill A Portrait 1941 UK edition

21

(Guedalla, Philip) Mr. Churchill A Portrait 1941 US edition
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22

(Cunningham-Reid, Capt. ) Besides Churchill-Who?, 1942

23

(Gibbs-Smith, C. Harvard) Churchill. Small 32 page pamphlet of photos and excerpts from
speeches. nice wartime paper collectable, no real information value, but not expensive. TP

24

(Davis, Richard Harding) Young Winston Churchill, 1941. Hardcover 41 pages.

25

Mendoza (illustrator) The Early Life of Winston Churchill. Horizontal format 7.25 x 4.5 inches, full
colour wraps. 56 pages of cartoon strip telling the story, drawn by Mendoza. Scarce, unusual, but
hardly important.

26

Mein Bundesgenossee. This is the German language version of MY ALLY, a satirical piece
produced by the Nazis, pointing out all the things Churchill had said about the Bolsheviks before
they became his allies. Right hand pages have a newspaper cartoon, with notes on facing pages.
110 pages card covers.

28

(Burbidge, William F) The RT. Hon. Winston Leonard Spencer Churchill Subtitled: A Biography
and Appreciation. Typical wartime bio, 52 pages, photos, brown wraps, printed on decent paper.
Worthwhile, but scarce

29

(MacAlpin, Michael) Mr. Churchill’s Socialists 1941. A bitter attack on Labour MP’s for joining
Churchill and other enemies of the working class in a coalition government.

30

(Reade, John Collingwood) Man of Valour Winston Spencer Churchill, 1941. A well-written
pamphlet of 32 pages, illustrated on slick paper, nice colour painting by Forbes on cover.
Uncommon.

31

Nott, Stanley. Churchill Som Ung 1942. This is the Swedish translation of Nott’s book, bound in
illustrated card covers

32

(Paneth, Philip). The Prime Minister, Winston S. Churchill, as Seen by his Enemies and Friends.
An elusive wartime title, printed on thin paper. 124 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 inches, illustrated with
cartoons from around the world. Hardcover in black cloth, gutterbreak at title page.

33

(Reynolds, E.E. ) Four Modern Statesmen. OUP 1944 This 132 page book presents essays on the
four great war leaders- Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin, Chiang Kai-Shek.

34

(Artis, Abdres A.) Churchill el Hombre que Salvo un Imperio This Spanish language publication is
32 pages of text plus a further 8 pages of photos, in card covers, about 8 x 11 inches. very
scarce, not in Zoller.

35

(Arnavon, Jacques) Winston Churchill Ami de la France. Elusive wartime paperback of 186 pages,
text in French.

36

Winston Churchill by Knut Hagberg. German version

37

Winston Churchill by Knut Hagberg. Danish Version

38

Winston Churchill by Knut Hagberg. Norwegian Version

40

(Lemonnier, Léon) Winston Churchill A scarce wartime production on cheap paper, apparently
rushed out after the liberation of Paris. 246 pages, in paper wraps printed brown and black. Text
in French.

41
42

(Rio Sainz, Jose del) Churchill Y Su Tiempo. Scarce Spanish language biography, published in
wartime Spain, 532 pages

43

(Allary, Jean) Un Petit-fils de Marlborough: Winston Churchill. This French language biography is
256 pages, bound in illustrated card covers.

44

(Barker, Sir Ernest) Winston Churchill. This official publication is 72 pages on quality paper, photos
throughout text, bound in red/grey wraps with signature on front. Has a good selection of photos,
but is uncommon.
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45

( Davenport & Murphy) The Lives of Winston Churchill. A brief 88 page collection of mostly
anecdotes, with an 16 page section of photos on coated paper at the rear. Based on material first
published in LIFE magazine. Surprisingly uncommon for a book from such a major publisher.

46

cc ccc

47

(Pélissier, J.) Churchill. Brief 86 page in French. Brown paper wraps, title in red.

48

(Rougier, Louis) Les Accords Pétain Churchill. Subtitled: Histoire d’une mission secrète. The
author claims that secret agreements existed with the Vichy Government. 440 pages, text in
French.

49

(Rougier, Louis) Mission Secrète à Londres: Les Accords Pétain-Churchill. This is a later edition
with a revised title, and has been reset and is now 352 pages. Paper covers printed in green and
black. Used cheap acidic paper.

50

(Svanstrom, Ragnar) Winston Churchill. Here is the Danish translation of this scarce title. 40
pages in white card covers printed orange and black.

51

(Svanstrom, Ragnar) Winston Churchill. Here is the Danish translation of this scarce title. 40
pages in white card covers printed orange and black.

52

(Svanstrom, Ragnar) Winston Churchill. This is the original Swedish issue (first edition) of this
work. A 32 page pamphlet in card covers, printed rd on tan stock.

53

(Thomson, Malcolm). The Life and Times of Winston Churchill. 1940s photo documentary,
common but worthwhile.

54

(Tucker, Ben) Winston Churchill His Life in Pictures. 1945 One of the first photo-biographies. 7 x
9.5 ins, 324 pages, coated paper. Loads of interesting photos including some of documents.
Worthwhile, but uncommon.

55

Winston Spencer Churchill. Helmond, Netherlands, Uitgave N.V., nd (1945) From a series on the
war leaders, this anonymous volume of 125 pages has white paper covers with orange titles and
an attractive sketch of Churchill. Text in Dutch.

56

Winston Churchill by Vogel-Jørgensen Finnish This biography appeared in all 4 Nordic languages.
Here is the Finnish version. In two volumes, bound in orange cloth stamped in brown.

57

Winston Churchill by Vogel-Jørgensen Danish. Here is the original Danish version. In two large
volumes, unbound in illustrated card covers.

58

Winston Churchill by Vogel-Jørgensen Swedish. Here is the Swedish version. In two large
volumes, unbound in card covers with dustwrappers

59

Winston Churchill by Vogel-Jørgensen Norwegian. Here is the Norwegian version. In two large
volumes, bound in quarter leather over patterned paper boards.

60

(Hilditch, Neville) In Praise of Churchill, An Anthology in His Honour. a small 4.5 x 5.5 inch book in
colourful paper covered boards. A collection of short passages and quotes from Churchill and
others. Popular as a small gift.

61

(Wartenweiler, Fritz) Winston Churchill Blut, Schweiss und Tränen!. A brief bio of 106 pages
published in Switzerland, bound in card covers with nice drawing of Churchill on cover. Not in
Zoller.

62

(Richter, O.H. ) Winston S. Churchill: Mensch, Soldat, Staatsmann. Stuttgart, W. Kohlhammer,
1949 Originally published 1946 in Czech, this German translation is a large 6 x 9 inch book, 336
pages, bound in medium red cloth.

63

(Coote, Colin) Maxims and Reflections of the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill. The first, and still one
of the best collections of Churchill quotes, arranged by subject areas, with citations. 176 pages,

64

(Rude, Hans) Winston Churchill. 1947 Full length biography in Danish, 236 pages, photos, maroon
card covers.
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65

(Fabre-Luce, Alfred) La Fumée d’un Cigare. 246 page bio of Churchill in French, paper covers with
nice illustration of smoking cigar.

66

(Ruiz, Nicolas Gonzalez) Churchill Hitler, Dos Árbitros de los Destinos de Europa, 1945. Contrasts
the parallel lives of Hitler and Churchill, deciders of the fate of Europe. 170 pages, text in
Spanish.

67

(Le Grix, Francois) En ecoutant Weygand: ou Comment M. Churchill ecrit l'histoire. 1949 This
French language title is bound in plain card covers with blue and black titles. 155 pages.

68

(Lehnhoff, Franz) Winston Churchill: Engländer und Europäer. 1949. Full length biography in
German, 391 pages, with emphasis on the idea of a united Europe.

69

(MacNalty, Sir Srthur) The Three Churchills, 1949. Hardcover, 268 pages, consists of bios of the
Great Duke, Lord Randolph, and Winston.

70

(Hughes, Emrys) Winston Churchill in War and Peace, 1950. A critical book by one of Churchill’s
foes from the Labour Party. 240 pages, paperback with Low drawing on cover. Worth reading for
a different view.

71

(Ginnerup, Jørgen) Winston Churchill. A brief biography of 124 pages in Danish, illustrated with
photos, bound in stiff card covers printed red and blue and black.

72

(Lockhart, J.G. ). Winston Churchill. A small biography of 158 pages by a Secretary of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association so the emphasis is politics.

73

(Thompson, W.H.) Churchill und sein Schatten. This is the German translation of Churchill’s
Shadow. 256 pp, card covers.

74

(Thompson, W.H.) Churchill Text in French, this is the shadow book.

75

(Taylor, Robert Lewis) The Amazing Mister Churchill, An Informal Study of Greatness. A reissue
without changes of author’s 1952 biography. Best feature is the new dj with bowler hat and flag.

76

(Cowles, Virginia). Winston Churchill: The Era and the Man. A good 1950’s biography. 378 pages,
21 illustrations, index. The author, though a Labour Party member, writes a generally favourable
story.

77

Eade, Charles. (editor), Churchill by His Contemporaries. This book club edition contains the same
forty essays as the first edition, but a smaller book with small type. Worth having for the lovely
Cummings cartoon on the dj

78

(Stewart, Herbert Leslie). Sir Winston Churchill as Writer and Speaker. Not just another bio; this
small book of 161 pages looks at Churchill as historian, author, and orator. Originally published
in Canada with the title Winged Words, the author is a Professor at Dalhousie University.

79

(Thompson, W.H. ) Sixty Minutes with Winston Churchill. 1953 and reprints. A slim little volume of
anecdotes by Churchill’s bodyguard. Only 92 pages, bound in pale green paper covered boards
with cartoon drawing of Churchill on cover.

80

(Coote, Colin R.) Sir Winston Churchill A Self Portrait. A larger and more extensive collection of
quotes than Maxims, still arranged by topic. This is a very useful reference. 304 pages, index.
Woods Da18.

81

(Coote, Colin R.) A Churchill Reader. Hardcover, 414 pages, an expanded version of Maxims and
Reflections and a recommended source of Churchill quotes.

82

(Gatti, Armand & Pierre Joffroy) La Vie de Churchill. Full length bio in French, photos on coated
stock, bound in white card covers printed in red, blue, black. Scarce

83

Ingram, Bruce (editor) An Eightieth Year Tribute to Winston Churchill. A large 10.2 x 14.5 ins
production with 12 colour plates, 4 gravure plates, many photos, 66 pp of text, decorated red card
covers. Highly recommended and is worth it just for the frameable plates!

84

(Marchant, Sir James (editor)). Winston Spencer Churchill Servant of Crown and Commonwealth.
A superb collection of tributes to Churchill on his 80th Birthday from a list of colleagues which
reads like Who’s Who; including Eden, Menzies, Baruch, Attlee, The Aga Khan, Bonham-Carter,
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etc. Essential, and fortunately common, despite the Internet sharks who call it rare. Some copies
came with a wraparound 80th Birthday card with a detachable postcard to be sent to Churchill,
such as this copy.
85

(Moorehead, Alan) Winston Churchill in Trial and Triumph. This brief biography of 117 pages by a
successful author is considerably scarcer than the expanded versions he issued later. Attractive
red and yellow dustwrapper.

86

Stevns, Arne (ed.) Winston S. Churchill: Ord Paa Vejen. issued as No. 137 in the Hasselbalch
Kultur-Bibliotek series. Seems to be a collection of Churchill quotes on various subjects and
people, all translated into Danish. Decorative paper covered boards, 68 pages.

87

(Willans, Geoffrey & Charles Roetter) The Wit of Winston Churchill. A collection of witty quotes
from Churchill in the House, including some great exchanges with his rivals Bevan and Shinwell.
106 pages, illustrated by cartoons. Good fun. Recommended.

88

Ferrier, Neil). Churchill The Man of the Century. 1955. A slim tall photo biography, very common,
so no reason not to have one. 94 pages, gravure printing.

89

(Marsh, John). The Young Winston Churchill. Hardcover in blue cloth, first order gets a DJ.

90

(Pegler, Dilys) Winston Churchill. Bad Durkheim, 1955. This 64 page work is a brief biography of
Churchill intended for German students learning English, and includes several pages of notes
and translations at the rear to assist with difficult words, 4.75 x 6.75 inches, blue paper covers.

91

Vivienne (Florence Entwistle) They Came to My Studio: Famous People of Our Time
Photographed by Vivienne. Large hardcover in grey cloth. This autobiographical book consists
mainly of photographs of famous people who were photographed by the famous Vivienne of
London. It has 6 full pages on Churchill and Family

92

(Bibesco, Princess Marthe Lucie) Sir Winston Churchill Master of Courage. The author of this
books comes from Roumanian Nobility and wrote it originally in French. She was a cousin by
Marriage of one of Asquith’s daughters and knew several relatives of Churchill. The book is well
rated and offers a detached yet admiring view from a foreigner. 192 pages, index.

93

(Hughes, Emrys) Winston Churchill British Bulldog, 1955. This American publication is an
extended version of the author’s British paperback. 346 pages, index, bound in black cloth.

94

(Boas, Guy) Sir Winston Churchill, Selections from his Writings and Speeches. This book
publishes an interesting selection of extracts from Churchill books and speeches, running from
My Early Life through his 80th Birthday speech in 1954. 278 pages, extensive notes. Bound in
lithographed cloth boards

95

(Chastenet. Jacques) Winston Churchill et L’Angleterre du XXe Siecle. This French language bio
had several editions. This Canadian edition splits into two vols in dark red card covers, 434 pp.

96

(Connell, John) Winston Churchill. No. 80 in the Writers and Their Works series. An elusive and
much requested work looking at Churchill as an author. 43 pages, pamphlet in wraps.

98

(Rabinowicz, Oskar K.) Winston Churchill on Jewish Problems, A Half Century Survey.. A
painstaking research by the author of fifty years worth of records has resulted in this study of
Churchill’s actions and attitudes towards the Jewish cause and Zionism. The author’s conclusion
is “...he ranks among the greatest friends the Jewish people has possessed...”. 231 pages, index,
extensive note

99

(Tabori, Paul). Bei Whisky und Zigarre. A small book of Churchill anecdotes and cartoons. Text in
German. 64 pages, laminated boards.

100

(Wibberley, Leonard) The Life of Winston Churchill. This book is aimed at High School Students.
Bound in red cloth, 214 pages, 12 pages of photos.

101

Proceedings of the Presentation of the Williamsburg Award. A lovely well illustrated book of the
ceremony at Draper’s Hall presenting the first Williamsburg Award to Churchill. Bound in paper
covered boards which are very prone to fading, The guest list is a most amazing who’s who
turnout, 100% white males, cigars everywhere.
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102

(Feis, Herbert) Churchill-Roosevelt-Stalin: The War They Waged and the Peace They Sought.
692 pages, detailed index. Bound in grey cloth. A useful book on relations between the Big Three

103

(Malkus, Alida Sims) The Story of Winston Churchill. Juvenile title, illustrated with line drawings by
Herman B. Vestal. 181 pages, illustrated endpapers.

104

(Bocca, Geoffrey). The Adventurous Life of Winston Churchill. A wide 7 x 9.5 in book, well
illustrated, with Low cartoon on endpapers. 256 pages, seems aimed at high school readers.

105

(Booth, Arthur H.) The True Book About Sir Winston Churchill. This juvenile is one a series of
“True” books. 144 pages, line drawings by F. Stocks May, bound in blue cloth, gilt on spine.

106

(McGowan, Norman) Churchill Privat. German translation of My Years with Churchill. 163 pages,
yellow cloth. Not in Zoller.

107

(Nel, Elizabeth) Churchills Stenograf. Here is the Norwegian translation of Nel’s book. Colourful
binding. VG, no dj.

108

(Frankfurter, Alfred M. (ed)). Winston Churchill the Painter. Subtitled: Catalogue of an Exhibition of
Paintings of the Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill. 7 x 10 ins, 48 pages, includes 35 plates of
Churchill paintings, many in colour.

109

(Guardiola, Antonio) Dos de Los Tres Grandes. 1959. A scarce little book in Spanish, 198 pages
thin card covers. talks about 2 of the big 3- Churchill and Stalin.

110

(Green, David) Sir Winston Churchill at Blenheim Palace. A slim volume of 48 pages, well
illustrated, tells the story of Churchill’s many connections with and visits to Blenheim. Elusive and
always requested. Available in both card covers with attached dustwrapper and laminated
boards.

111

(Broad, Lewis) The War That Churchill Waged. By the most prolific of Churchill biographers at the
time, this volume concentrates on Churchill and his direction of the war. There is special
emphasis on the split between Churchill and Roosevelt over Stalin and Russia. Clearly proChurchill. 472 pp, index, notes.

112

(Coolidge, Olivia) Winston Churchill and the Story of Two World Wars. A very readable bio by a
historian better known for ancient history. Handsomely bound in black cloth blocked with
red/white/blue stripes. 276 pages, index.

113

(Moorehead, Alan) Churchill a Pictorial Biography. A very interesting book. The famous historian
includes many unusual photos, newspaper cutting, cartoons, etc., to tell his story. 143 pages,
index. Recommended.

114

(Moorehead, Alan) Churchill and His World. Revised and expanded edition of the author’s similar
book from 1960. 151 pages, heavily illustrated.

115

(De Mendelssohn, Peter). The Age of Churchill, Heritage and Adventure 1874-1911. Originally
intended to be the first volume of a three volume biography, only this one was ever published. A
detailed bio, well documented with notes and references, 627 pages, a large thick book.

116

(Gudme, Sten) Winston Churchill. This biography of 143 pages is in Danish, a few photos, comes
in both cloth and card covers. Scarce.

117

(Graubard, Stephen R.) Burke Disraeli and Churchill, The Politics of Perseverance. Another scarce
title from a University Press, which generally sold in small numbers mostly to libraries. The author
draws parallels between these 3 great leaders- writers, critics and determined. A scarce title,
missing from many collections. 262 pages, index, bibliography.

118

(Clark, Ronald) Sir Winston Churchill. A volume from the series Living Biographies for Young
People. 128 pages, index, a few photos, bound in orange cloth stamped in silver.

119

(Farrell, Alan). Sir Winston Churchill. A modest juvenile biography from the Men and Events
series. 142 pages, index, photos, bound in dark blue cloth stamped in yellow.

120

(Le Vien, Jack and John Lord). The Valiant Years. More an inspirational history of WW2 with a
strong Churchill tie, based on the TV series of the same name. Uncommon and worthwhile.
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121

(Harrity, Richard and Ralph G. Martin) Man of the Century Churchill. A good photo-biography
printed on coated paper. 7.5 x 10 ins, 247 pages. Uncommon.

122

(Maurois, André et al) Maurois, André et al. A collection of articles by leading figures from both
France and England including Monty, Ike, Reynaud, and the compiler. All text in French. 176
pages, magazine style, 6.75 x 9 inches. Scarce.

123

(Nathan, Adele Gutman) Churchill’s England. The Story of Life in England as Churchill Knew it. An
illustrated juvenile biography, 9 x 10 ins, 94 pages, photo endpapers, text in two columns.
Uncommon.

124

(Reynolds, Quentin) All About Winston Churchill. A juvenile title by the famed war correspondent.
159 pages, photos, index. English edition in blue cloth

125

(Reynolds, Quentin) Winston Churchill. US edition of juvenile title by the famed war
correspondent. 184 pages, photos, bound in red white blue printed boards.

126

(Reynolds, Quentin) Winston Churchill. This is the French translation. Bound in laminated photo
boards. 160 pages, illustrated.

127

(Smith, N.D.) Winston Churchill. Quality juvenile bio, illustrated with cartoons and photos, 108
pages, index, square format 6.75 x 8 inches. Bound in dark olive cloth, bright blue dj.

128

(Thompson, R.W.). The Yankee Marlborough. The author’s objective was not a biography, but an
interpretation. Critical at times, but consider the source. This is the same author who later wrote
Churchill and Morton, based on Morton’s diaries, to which he had full access. Do not confuse this
Thompson with either the detective sergeant bodyguard, or the Naval Commander personal
assistant. A review in FH 27 notes that it concentrates on Churchill’s flaws, but still recommends
the book, especially for the look at the WSC vs FDR battle re Russia at the end of the war. 363
pages, index, bibliography.

129

(Berlin, Isaiah) Mr. Churchill in 1940. An excellent essay originally written in 1949 as a review of
vol I of The Second World War. 39 pages, bound in green cloth, dustwrapper has Karsh portrait
and no titles on front.

130

(Adler, Bill) The Churchill Wit. A compilation of quotes, many witty, with lots of photos mixed. 86
pages, not all quotes with sources.

131

(Améry, Jean) Winston S. Churchill, ein Jahrhundert Zeitgeschichte. Lavish biography- photos on
coated paper, text on coloured stock, illustrated boards, 200 pages. This is the German version.

132

(Bonham-Carter, Violet). Winston Churchill: An Intimate Portrait. The author is a daughter of H.H.
Asquith and was a close friend of Churchill going way back. These memoirs are essential and
fortunately inexpensive. 496 pages, index, photos.

133

(Cawthorne, Graham) The Churchill Legend. A very popular and elusive collection of Churchill
anecdotes by a long standing House of Commons journalist. 124 pages, card covers.

134

(Daetwyler, Hans) In Memoriam: Winston Churchill. This small book is 32 pages, mostly photos,
many of which are unusual with a Continental emphasis. 6 x 8.25 inches, coated paper, text in
German. very scarce

135

(Dilks, David) Sir Winston Churchill. A short introduction to Churchill from the “Men and
Movements” series. 94 pages, photos, bound in cyan cloth. This is the first book by Prof. Dilks,
who is now a well known Churchill historian

136

(Graebner, Walter) My Dear Mr. Churchill. The author first met Churchill as a LIFE magazine
journalist in 1945, and over the next 20 years came to know him well, as he visited and travelled
with Churchill. Not a biography, this book is a personal observation of Churchill. Recommended
and inexpensive.

137

Grunwald, Anatole (editor)). Churchill The Life Triumphant. The Historical record of Ninety Years.
If you were taking one book on Churchill to a desert island, this would be it. Photos, quotes, list of
decorations, details of funeral, more. 144 pages in lithographed boards.
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138

(Haller, Adolf) Der Mann Unseres Jahrhunderts. A full length biography in German, 347 pages,
photos, bound in mustard cloth stamped black and orange.

139

(Howells, Roy) Simply Churchill. Howells was Churchill’s nurse and attendant 1958-65 and writes
from intimate personal experience. See positive review in FH 16. 192 pages, index. The English
edition contains a selection of photographs, unlike the US edition.

140

(Howells, Roy) Churchill’s Last Years, US edition of "Simply"

141

(Morin, Relman) Churchill: Portrait of Greatness. 127 page photo-biography, a large illustrated
coffee table book. Uncommon.

142

(Mozley, Charles) The State Funeral of Sir Winston Churchill, a Sketchbook. A collection of 32
watercolours of the funeral, reproduced in full colour. 8.5 x 11 inches, with tribute by Menzies.
Uncommon.

143

(staff of The New York Times) Churchill in Memoriam. Published only as a paperback, purple
covers, 160 pages of quality white paper, small type, some photos. Very common.

144

(Northcote, H. Stafford) Winston Churchill Man of Destiny. A brief biography of 60 pages, coated
paper shows off the good selection of photos. Card covers. A common title.

145

(editors of readers Digest) Man of the Century: A Churchill Cavalcade. A worthwhile anthology of
articles by and about Churchill, drawn from 60 sources. 335 pp, index, list of sources.

146

(Smith, Thorolf) Winston S. Churchill. The only Churchill biography in Icelandic. 336 pages,
photos. Bound in grey patterned boards with red cloth spine, stamped in gilt on a black panel.

147

(Sparrow, Gerald) Churchill: Man of the Century 1874-1965. Published only as a paperback. 152
pages, index of names, 24 pages of photos, some of which are unusual

148

(Sykes, Adam & Iain Sproat). The Wit of Sir Winston. An enjoyable 96 pages of anecdotes and
photos.

149

Memorial Addresses in the Congress of the United States and Tributes in Eulogy of Sir Winston
Churchill. Publishes the various statements made in Congress upon Churchill’s death, and also a
number of tributes from various other sources inserted in the record by their representatives. It
also reprints details of Churchill’s honorary U.S. citizenship. Ten copies were given to each
Congressman and 15 to each Senator, so the supply is limited. very worthwhile. Bound in black
cloth with gilt stamping.

150

(Churchill, Randolph S. ) The Young Churchill. An abridged version of the first volume of the
Official Biography. Published only in paperback.

151

(Gilbert, Martin) Winston Churchill. New York, Dial Press, 1967. This American edition of Gilbert’s
first book on Churchill was published the following year. Now 112 pages in larger type with 8
pages of photos.

152

(Halle, Kay) The Irrepressible Churchill. A superb collection of quotes, especially humorous ones.
All with a few words on the context and sources, although many are listed as ear-witness. 372
pages, index.

153

(Moran, Lord) Churchill, Taken from the Diaries of Lord Moran. The Struggle for Survival 19401965. An important book, based on the diaries of Churchill’s personal physician. Significant
primary source, but much controversy over what Lord Moran said, and if he should have said it.

154

Albert Camus-Winston Churchill. A volume from a series on Nobel Prize winners, originally
published in French in 1966. The section on Churchill includes the Presentation Address, the
Acceptance Speech ( Lady Churchill), excerpts from The Island race and My Early Life, an essay
on his Life and Work, and details on the 1953 prize. Bound in blue leather(ish) material,
elaborately stamped in gold and blind.

155

(Tingsten, Herbert) När Churchill Grep Makten. Biography by Swedish hidtorian concentrates on
“when Churchill took power” which is the title of the book.
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156

(Young, Kenneth) Churchill and Beaverbrook. Churchill first met Max in 1910, the start of a long,
and at times, stormy, relationship. This well documented book is the standard work on the subject
and belongs in every Churchillian library. 349 pages, index, notes, photos.

157

(Bardens, Dennis) Churchill in Parliament. A thorough study of Churchill’s career as a member of
Parliament. Lots of details on elections lost and won. 381 pages, index

158

(Gilbert, Martin) Churchill, Great Lives Observed. From a series in which the lives of the great
figures of history are viewed three ways: in their own words, by their contemporaries, and by
historians. Another elusive early Gilbert title. In card covers as usually seen.

159

(Haffner, Sebastian) Churchill. This biography was originally written in German, but here is a new
edition in Dutch. 192 pages, photos, card covers.

160

(Haffner, Sebastian) Churchill. This is the first appearance of this biography, 188 pages, photos,
text in German, yellow and black card covers.

161

(Price, Dorothy (ed)). Never Give In!. The Challenging words of Winston Churchill, with an
introductory Essay by Dwight D. Eisenhower. A small 52 page collection of Churchill quotes
illustrated with pencil sketches by Joe Isom.

162

(Schneebeli, Robert J.) Leben Reden Gedanken AnekdotenWinston Churchill: Compiled by the
President of the Swiss Churchill Society- biography, speeches, anecdotes, etc. 92 pages, hard
covers printed orange and dark red. in German.

163

(Thompson, R.W.) Churchill and the Montgomery Myth. The author’s theme is that in 1942
Churchill needed a PR victory, and Montgomery was just the kind of eccentric character to
provide the needed hero. Like most of this author’s books, the terms critical or revisionist may be
applicable.

164

(Weil, Ursula & Otto) Churchill und der britische Imperialismus 2 vols. A two volume work of 364
and 464 pages. Bound in grey cloth, attractive dustwrappers in red, blue and black. Text in
German. Scarce.

165

(Fedden, Robin) Churchill and Chartwell. A guidebook produced for the national Trust.

166

(Gardner, Brian) Churchill in Power, as Seen by His Contemporaries. Churchill is now regarded as
a hero of the war, but not so at the time, when there were many who had negative things to say.
This book tells what they were saying about him during the war. 349 pages, index, notes on
sources.

167

(Wilson, Theodore A.) The First Summit, Roosevelt and Churchill at Placentia Bay 1941. A well
researched and illustrated book on the Churchill-Roosevelt meeting at Placentia Bay in 1941. 344
pages, index, notes, bibliography. An important book.

168

(Taylor, A.J.P. et al) Churchill Four Faces and the Man. Consists of essays by A.J.P. Taylor,
Robert Rhodes James, J.H. Plumb, Basil Liddell Hart, Anthony Storr about Churchill as
Statesman, Politician, Historian, Military Strategist, and "The Man", this last one later published
as “Churchill’s Black Dog”.

169

(Thompson, Carlos). The Assassination of Winston Churchill. Not what you think from the title.
Debunks the claim about Churchill being involved in Gen. Sikorski's death in the play by
Hochhuth. It turns out a certain Mr. Irving was involved..
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Books with a Churchill contribution (Woods section B)
170

King Albert’s Book. 1915. Bound in white cloth, 188 pages, tributes from all the Great and
the Good, tipped in colour plates by artists and illustrators such as Rackham, Dulac;
contains note from Churchill. Woods B6, Cohen B15.

171

Minchin, H.Cotton (Editor) The Legion Book. The first printing of this large tome of
contributed articles, sold to raise money for the Royal British Legion. 234 pages, 9 x 11.5
inches, maroon cloth, deckle edges. Contributors include P.G. Wodehouse, John
Galsworthy, Hugh Walpole, Hilaire Belloc, Edgar Wallace, Aldous Huxley, G K
Chesterton, and Rudyard Kipling. Includes a short essay on Earl Haig by Churchill.
Woods B12(b), Cohen B38.2

172

(Herbert, A.P. ) The Secret Battle. 4 page introduction by Churchill. The book is a novel of
World War I. Woods B11, Cohen B36.

173

Literary Treasures of 1926. Bound in dark red leather on thin covers, 316 pages. This
book publishes Churchill's article The Tiger and The Bulldog, which had appeared in
Cosmopolitan. Not in Woods, Cohen B35 Leather shows some rubbing at spine ends,
front cover very clean, no names, contents clean.

174

Warshow, Robert Irving, with a preface by Winston S. Churchill. Usual French card
covers, 234 pages, index, large fold out graph at end. The English edition lacks the
Churchill preface. Not in Woods, Cohen B40.

175

Strike Nights in Printing House Square, An Episode in the history of The Times. A privately
published account of events at The Times during the General Strike of 1926. Prints a letter
from Churchill to Dawson, editor of The Times. Hardcover, 47 pages, photos. Woods
Db41/1, Cohen F31.

176

Bermann, Richard with an introduction by Winston S. Churchill. The Mahdi of Allah. (The
Story of the Dervish Mohammed Ahmed) Includes a significant 4 page intro by Churchill
showing his understanding of the other aspects of Mahdism. A very scarce book as it is a
translation from the German. 318 pages, maps, photos. Woods B17, Cohen B47.

177

All Clear Aft. A collection of sea stories published in aid of The Seamen’s Hospital Society.
Churchill writes the foreword. Total of 11 stories, 245 pages, navy cloth, gilt on spine, 5 x
7.5 inches.. Woods B27, Cohen B58.

178

(Montgomery, FM B.L. and Winston S. Churchill) Ten Chapters. A small book reproducing
ten chapters from Monty’s autograph, each having his comments and Churchill’s
autograph remarks. Woods Db68, Cohen A226.

179

King and Country, Selections from British war Speeches 1939-1940. This small 64 page
hardcover book Includes 8 Churchill selections, including one on the return of HMS Exeter
that does not appear in Into Battle.

180

The Right Road for Britain. The Conservative Party’s Statement of Policy, with a foreword
by Winston Churchill. A 68 page pamphlet, 5.5 x 8.5 inches in pale blue card covers red
titles over white emblem. Churchill was leader of the opposition and tired after 5 years of
Socialist government. Woods B46, Cohen B111.

181

Britain Strong and Free. A statement of Conservative & Unionist Policy. A 36 page
political pamphlet produced for the 1951 General Election. Bound in blue wraps, intro by
Churchill with facsimile signature. Scarce like most of these pamphlet works. Woods B49,
Cohen B126.

182

(McKenna, Marthe) I Was a Spy. A fascinating story of a very brave woman who worked
behind the German lines as a spy. Churchill writes a 2 page foreword. Woods B20. Cohen
B50.
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183

(Leslie, Shane, with an introduction by Winston S. Churchill. ) Mark Sykes His Life and
Letters. 1923. Includes a 4 page introduction by Churchill, no doubt a favour to his cousin,
the author. Good sized 6.5 x 9.5 inch book of 308 pages bound in bright blue cloth,
stamped in gilt. Woods B9, Cohen B29.

184

Stalin’s Correspondence with Churchill, Attlee, Roosevelt & Truman 1941-45. This edition
published in London, combines into one volume the full texts of the original two volume
work, including even the original title pages. Woods B57

185

(Cartland, Barbara (his sister), preface by Winston S. Churchill) Ronald Cartland. The
famous novelist tells the brief life of her brother, ended in the retreat to Dunkirk. Churchill
writes a brief preface in tribute to the fallen M.P. . Woods B37, Cohen B79.

186

(Paget, John) The New Examen. 1934. with a critical 6 page introduction by Churchill,
where he can continue his assault on Macauley's writings on Marlborough. 236 pages, 6.5
x 10 inches, bound in medium blue cloth, gilt on spine. One of the longest and most
significant Churchill forewords. Woods B22, Cohen B53.

187

The Life and Times of King George VI 1895-1952. A typical Odhams production, fully
illustrated on slick paper. Churchill’s tribute is three pages. 160 pages, 7 x 9.75 inches..
Woods B49/2, Cohen B131.

188

(Rothermere, Viscount) My Fight to Rearm Britain, 1939. An eye-opening book by the
proprietor of The Daily Mail, written shortly after the outbreak of the war, in which he
recounts his uphill struggle in support of rearming. Churchill writes a nice forward and
uses we to describe their common struggle. Bound in black cloth with white spine, 190
pages, photos. Woods B32/1, Cohen B68.

189

The Prince Consort’s Library Aldershot 1860-1960. The Prince Consort’s Library Aldershot
1860-1960

190

(Cavanillas, Julian Cortes) Confesiones y Muerte de Alfonso XIII. Includes a Prologo
Biografico de W. Churchill. This prolog appears to be the Spanish translation of Churchill’s
article on Alfonso XIII as originally published in 1931 by Strand and Colliers. Book is a
softcover of 172 pages. Not in Woods, Cohen B185 but this first edition is not noted by
Cohen. Clean copy, spine slanted, creased, sunned.

191

(Harris, C.C.) Exercises in Comprehension and Expression. Decorated flexible covers, 96
pages, Includes artcle ESCAPE by Churchill on p. 81. Book is intended for junior high
students. Not in Woods or Cohen. VG, owner name.

192

(Couplan, R. (ed) Intro by Winston S. Churchill) The War Speeches of William Pitt The
Younger. 1940, 3rd edition. This third edition is the first which has an introduction by
Churchill, which in best 1940 style urges a fight on to Waterloo. Dark red cloth, gilt on
spine, 360 pages. Woods B34, Cohen B71.

193

The Epic of Malta Wartime book sold to raise funds for The Malta Relief Fund. Includes a
full page photo facing a message from Churchill. Primarily a photo book, but well
captioned. 7 x 10 inches, 128 pages, bound in blue cloth with decorative endpapers.
Woods B38, Cohen B84

194

(Johnson, Frank (ed)) R.A.A.F. over Europe. Good military history about the role of the
Royal Australian Air Force in the war in Europe. Introduction by Churchill. 189 pages with
54 pages of photos at the end. Blue cloth gilt stamping including crest on front cover.
Woods B39, Cohen B100.
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200

(Farmer, Bernard J.) Bibliography of the Works of Sir Winston S. Churchill. The first
bibliography, extremely scarce as it was mimeographed and so only a few hundred copies
were produced. 62 pages single sided printing, plus addenda at rear.

201

(Urquhart, Fred) W.S.C. A Cartoon Biography. By far the best book on Churchill in cartoons.
242 pages of cartoons from 1900-1954, with index by source and artist. Highly
Recommended.

202

(Miller, H. Tatlock and Loudon Sainthill) Churchill: The Walk with Destiny. A huge coffee table
book, 10 x 13 inches, 256 pages, all full size photos, some in colour, illustrated endpapers,
decorated cloth binding, a lovely book.

203

(Czarnomski, F.B.) The Wisdom of Winston Churchill. Without doubt the best collection of
Churchill quotes and quips. Especially useful as the quotes are arranged by topic, and give
sources. 427 pages.

204

(McBirnie, Dr. W.S.) Winston Churchill- Conservative. This 65 page pamphlet in card covers
comes from a right wing organisation. It appears sales were low as this is indeed scarce.

205

(Hyam, Ronald) Elgin & Churchill at the Colonial Office 1905-1908. An important and scarce
book. A study of the colonial policy of the Liberal Government with Lord Elgin (as in marbles)
the Colonial Secretary and Churchill in his first cabinet job as Under Secretary. The author had
exclusive and unrestricted access to the Elgin papers. 574 pages, index, photos, detailed
footnotes at foot of pages. Bound in plain navy cloth gilt, but with a distinctive dustwrapper in
medium purple with a cartoon of Churchill on the frieze of the Parthenon. Recommended, but
truly scarce and seldom offered.

206

(Editors of The Times) 1874-1965 The Churchill Years. This must be the largest book about
Churchill at 10 x 13 inches and 264 pages. Excellent photo-biography, lots of large size
pictures.

207

(MacKay, James A.) Churchill on Stamps. A 59 page illustrated listing of Churchill stamps.
Being privately printed, it had limited distribution, and so now is scarce indeed.

208

(Reid, Percy G.) Churchill- Townsman of Westerham. Lots of local gossip, people he dealt
with, etc. Highly collectible, AND a jolly good read. issued in card covers, uncommon. 80
pages, photos.

209

(Fedden, Robin) Churchill at Chartwell. This is a large hardback book 7 x 10 ins not to be
confused by the smaller softback with similar title from this author. 50 pages, photos, some in
colour. The best book about Chartwell.

210

Gilbert, Martin (compiler) Winston Churchill Jackdaw No. 31. A Jackdaw is a collection of
documents regarding a certain historical personality. This consists of an illustrated folder with
a collection of 13 reproduction documents inside. These include letters, telegrams,
newspapers, maps, etc. Very desirable and seldom seen. Folder 13.5 x 9 inches, docs vary,
most folded.

211

(a number of authors) The Bravest Deed I Ever Saw. This collection of short stories was
aimed at young boys, and included short stories of heroic deeds from well known authors and
celebrities such as Earl Roberts, H. Rider Haggard, and Baden-Powell. Churchill contributes a
story The Doctor and the Soldier Bound in decorated cloth, AEG at least three binding cloth
colours are known, and Woods is incorrect regarding editions. Woods B1, Cohen B4.

212

The Buckeye Cover Man ( Carl Richard Greer) Across with the Ad-Men. Hardcover with
pictorial paper covered boards. Book is about the International advertising convention in
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London 1924. It includes a chapter on Churchill with a portrait plate and his speech to the
group. Woods Db40, Cohen D48. Exceptional Fine clean copy.
213

The Chartered Surveyor. with a foreword by Churchill. A slim volume of 28 pages, bound in
pale blue paper covered boards with a dark blue cloth spine. Woods B19, Cohen B49.

214

(Keyes, Adm. Sir Roger) Adventures Ashore and Afloat. 1973 2nd ed. This book covers the
first twenty years of the author’s long naval career. Churchill’s two page forewaod has some
interesting thoughts about the Pax Britannica at sea in the 19th Century when the Royal Navy
ruled the seas. Navy (of course) cloth, 373 pages, index, photos. This 1973 reprint uses the
same setting as the first, and retains the index and photos. Woods B32, Cohen B65.2

215

(Churchill, Winston and C.C. Martindale) Charles IXth Duke of Marlborough. This small
pamphlet published tributes upon the death of the Duke by his cousin Winston Churchill, and
by C.C. Martindale. 20 pages, grey card covers, 5.25 x 7.25 inches. Woods B23, Cohen A98.

216

(Various authors- Churchill, Buchan, Walpole, Young, Dane.) Six Stories from Shakespeare.
1934. Contains an article by Churchill Julius Caesar from series of Shakespeare plays
rewritten as short stories by eminent authors. 178 pages, bound in lime green cloth which is
highly susceptible to fading. Woods B24, Cohen B55.

217

(Chegwidden, T.s. and G. Myrddin-Evans ( foreword by Winston S. Churchill)) The
Employment Exchange Service of Great Britain. 1934. An overview of the Administration of
Placing and Unemployment Insurance. First in a series on administrative aspects of public
employment insurance, commissioned by Industrial Relations Counselors, which today would
be called a think-tank. 310 pages, index, tables, and a fold out map. A scarce title. Woods
B25/1, Cohen B54.2.

218

(Kirkwood, David; Foreword by Winston S. Churchill) My Life of Revolt. 1935. This
autobiography by the outspoken labour politician includes forewords by both Churchill and
George Lansbury. 270 pages, bound in blue cloth, illustrated with photos. Although published
by a major publisher, this title is surprisingly scarce. Woods B26, Cohen B57.

219

(Birdwood, Field Marshal Lord) Khaki and Gown. 1941, An autobiography by an old soldier
with tales of adventure from all over the world. The gown refers to his later years as Master of
Peterhouse at Cambridge. Churchill served with Birdwood in the Boer War, and writes a
glowing 2 page foreword. 456 pages, photos, coloured maps, bound in navy cloth stamped in
gilt on spine. Woods B36, Cohen B75.1.

Books by or about Churchill’s son Randolph
220

What I Said About the Press by Randolph Churchill

221

Twenty One Years by Randolph Churchill

222

The Story of the Coronation by Randolph Churchill

223

Cousin Randolph by Anita Leslie

224

Randolph A Study of Churchill's Son by Brian Roberts

225`

His Father’s Son by WSC the grandson
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